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Having read your document "Notice under Section 155(1) of the Enterprise Act 2002" 
I need to make a number of observations...  
 
The document seem to take the line that BT is capable of maintaining a chines wall 
between its division. I have lost count of the number of times BT engineers and 150 
staff have told our customers that 'If you'd have gone to BT you would not have this 
problem' or similar pronouncements.  
 
Breaking the wholesale and retail arms of BT into separate functions would resolve 
this issue (especially if the wholesale arm isn't called BT...) but it requires it to be 
broken at the wholesale/retail level rather than at an arbitrary access level.  
 
Let me explain... Very few people buy just access from BT - they either buy a 
collection of Wholesale products or they but a full service from BT Retail (or even 
more bizarrely some, like ourselves, who buy Wholesale products via BT Retail SPG) 
those (like ourselves) would be in the situation of having 3 separate account 
managers depending on the products we buy rather than a single contact within the 
wholesale arm.  
 
21stCN will also muddy the water further and breaking the wholesale arm into back 
haul and access will make the landscape harder to navigate.  
 
I know this is unlikely to be a popular solution, but if Ofcom desire a strong market 
then SP's require that they have a strong wholesaler committed to providing the best 
solutions to ALL SP's.  
 
On a separate note forcing BT (which ever part you feel best) to provide Dark Fibre 
on request at a regulated cost to SP's who require it would help those SP outside of 
London... 
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